Banner – University Medicine Division

Graham Family Helps
Revamp BUMCP Waiting
Room
The Surgery waiting area at BUMCP
will soon be getting a makeover! A
generous charitable gift from John
and Kathleen Graham will purchase
new furniture reflecting the
architectural style... read more.
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Operational Excellence
at BUMCT/S
To reduce ED wait time for patients
moving to BH, the behavioral health
team is working to improve the
admission process workflow. The
discharge planning team has
received approval for a therapist who
can also function as a translator for
in-the-moment patient interactions.
Continue reading.

November is Prostate
Cancer Awareness
Month
1 in 9 men are diagnosed with
Prostate Cancer in his lifetime.
Screening should be done if you’re
older than 55 or have a family
history, even if you have no
symptoms. Talk to your doctor about
whether prostate cancer screening is
right for you. Read more.
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Update: Outpatient
Nutrition Clinics
Two of our outpatient nutrition
providers at the Abrams South
Campus location will completed their
services with Banner Health as of
November 1, 2018. For the
remaining 2018 year we have
reduced our outpatient nutrition
services... continue reading.

Banner Performs First
COPD Treatment in
Arizona
Exciting news! Banner University
Medicine Lung Institute in Phoenix is
the first in Arizona and second in the
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U.S. to offer a new lung valve
treatment for patients with severe
COPD or emphysema. Read more.

Move to Tower One at
BUMCP
On Tuesday, Nov. 6, 17 customers
made the first move to Tower 1. On
Thursday, Nov. 8, 22 patients were
safely moved in less than four hours.
Continue reading.

Banner MD Anderson
Cancer Center Topping
Off Ceremony
The final beam was placed on the
Banner MD Anderson Cancer Center
– Phoenix building on Nov. 6. This
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traditional ceremony marks the
completion of the steel phase of
construction. Read more.

BUMCT Tower Fun Facts
1.) 228 new private patient rooms 2.)
20 state of the art ORs 3.) Dedicated
women and infant services floor
4.) Modern café featuring expanded
menu 5.) Continue reading.

It’s Yammer Time
Are you looking for a new way to
connect with other team members,
acknowledge someone for a job well
done or simply share all the amazing
things you and your team are
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working on to truly make health care
easier, so life can be better? Read
more.

Holiday Reminder!
The year is quickly coming to an
end. Are you planning accordingly?
See what recognized holidays are
left for 2018. Your team leader will
make the final decisions on holiday
time off requests to be sure we have
enough staff to address customer
and business needs. Continue
reading.

Heroes Day
On Nov. 8, we had our 10th Annual
Heroes Day-Honors Local First
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Responders. During this ceremony
we recognized 3 first responders and
one special honor to a 7-yearold. Andrew Tang, MD director of
Level 1 Trauma Center at BUMCT
introduced the honorees. Read more.

Be Bold. Be Kind. Be
Awesome.
We love to celebrate greatness in
action. Congrats to our most recent
BE Award recipients: Marisa Soto,
HUC in Perioperative Services at
BUMCS & Wendi Cooper, RN ICU
SWAT at BUMCT. Continue reading.

Tailgate Recap
A big thanks to those who made it
out to our team member appreciation
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tailgate event on Nov. 2. Not only did
the game result in a Wildcats win,
but we had a ton of fun. More than
2,500 team members, friends and
family members came out. Read
more.

Veteran Appreciation
On Veterans Day, recognized
nationally on Nov. 11, we celebrated,
recognized and thanked our very
own veterans, military families,
spouses and friends. To honor
veterans, we asked team members
to wear RED shirts on Nov. 11 and
12. Continue reading.

Leadership Message:
Steve Narang
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The move to our new tower at
BUCMP is going well, even while
you all remain incredibly busy
delivering care with compassion and
love to our customers and their
families. This is a testament to the
incredible culture of teamwork you
have help build here and as we
celebrate the new addition to our
campus — take a few minutes and
think about what you see in our
future. Read more.

To view all content, please read linked articles on a desktop.
Mobile users: please note, some links cannot be viewed from your mobile device!
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